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Background of the problem: 

The well-known and controversial intermediate disturbance hypothesis (IDH) predicts that 
intermediate frequency or intensity of perturbations maximize biodiversity, allowing the coexistence of 
many different species competing for the same resources1,2. We recently adapted a classical implicit-
space model for plant competition and coexistence3 by including stochastic perturbations to model the 
effects of forest fires on the persistence of ecosystems4. More recently, we have developed the 
mathematical conditions that determine how periodic perturbations alter species coexistence in a two-
dimensional impulsive differential system. 

Challenges: 

The students are expected to perform simulations exploring the effect of frequency and intensity of (or 
recovery capacity after) perturbations on species coexistence, and how it is affected by colonization 
rates and competition hierarchy. Students will also attempt to propose generalizations of the 
coexistence conditions in higher dimensional systems. 

Main questions to be addressed:    

1. Is the IDH observed in simulations for large stochastic models? 
2. Can conditions in low dimensional systems be generalized for high dimensional models? 

Complex Systems Science aspects:  

General properties in population ecology are powerful tools in articulating theoretical discussions and 
inspiring empirical research. Proving them for general systems with partially random elements is a 
hard task. The proposed modeling scheme allows up-bottom (simulations) and bottom-up 
(coexistence conditions) approaches to understand the mechanisms behind the IDH. 

Possible societal importance/impact:   

The loss of biodiversity is one of our main current societal challenges. Understanding general drivers 
of species coexistence is very relevant. In particular, perturbations (including fires) are expected to 
increase, both in frequency and intensity, with climate and land use change, threatening ecosystems 
diversity, functions and resilience. 
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